I want to thank BC Hydro and the BC Liberal Party for the foresight to undertake this most important project. Given the obvious need for clean electric power in the future; and acknowledging there is no source which is cleaner than hydroelectric I certainly hope this project will proceed as planned at the costs estimated. It is very disturbing to hear objectors to this project lie and distort the facts; for instance using false reservoir figures to pretend more land is being effected than is the actual situation by ignoring existing river area. Constantly avoiding very high cost economically and to the environment of wind; which never meets the costs of the turbines and maintenance and which are ugly very harmful to our environment. Much the same can be said of solar power. We know we will need this power to met our present and future needs; eclectic cars and other improvements make this obvious; and the shutting down of coal and diesel power plants dictates this need will come very soon.